
BEOWUL MASCULINITY

The epic poem Beowulf demonstrates in many ways what the ideal traits of a man should be: through Beowulf himself,
through his allies, and.

In David Deida terms , this is clearly a display of 1st stage machismo, and in KWML terms, it is closely
aligned with displays of heroism. Beowulf proves his masculinity early in the story, but following his
unmatchable fight against the dragon, it is clear just how masculine Beowulf was, and how he used bravery,
strength, and perseverance to be a manly-man. At the opening of the text 84 Orchard p. His royal aspirations
and dreams of a lovely queen have come true, but at a tremendous price. Therefore each man should be
pleased that he is well held in his own land. Is he, in a sense, man enough? She sees that when faced with the
dark Feminine, they become unreliable and untrustworthy, completely spellbound and seduced beyond their
mind, into the murky waters of their subconscious. Some may find this a form of misogyny, but of course it is
simply an allocation of a different kind: being either included or excluded from a matrix is a form of cultural
tyranny over the individual based on gender, from which neither male nor female is free. That is, once he had
proved his prowess, he did not need to enforce it. It is difficult to evaluate the precise impact of this bonding,
and impossible o ascertain how intentionally the poet brings them together â€” but certainly a strongly
negative note is introduced which clashes harshly with the item itself. Dummler p. As the monster tries to flee,
Beowulf traps it, screams in bloodlust and goes for the kill. The film portrays Beowulf as a mighty and
fearless warrior. His wrestling skills could provide a metaphor for the brutal, crushing and unstoppable force
that he is capable of being. Beowulf is not self-absorbed in this sense: he does not reflect on himself, or invite
us to, and nor does he outwardly debate what he should do or what he has done. Unlike Beowulf, who she
matches in courage, independence and strength, she is demonized and killed without mourning. In a reversal
of the Homeric trope of arming for battle, he is released probably by his men from the costume of war and the
military role it constructs. A man with no context is no man at all. Beowulf tells Hrothgar not to mourn for the
passing of? Beowulf arrives at her lair expecting a monster, but finds there only a sexy and seductive creature,
given life by Angelina Jolie. This is not an ever-present in Anglo-Saxon literature â€” Cynewulfian poetry
often attacks it. She knows how to get a hero to his knees: Tempt him with ideas of grandeur, power and glory
and top it off with abundant feminine sexuality. She examines conversations between white, usually quite well
off, heterosexual men already in friendship groups recorded voluntarily early in the 21st century. But
mourning and its attendant inaction leads to withdrawal, whereas action sustains engagement with social
contexts â€” it gives a man a role, which enables him to fulfil his masculinity. That side they can handle.
Strength is another masculine trait that separates a man from a more feminine individual. There is evidence of
this prior to the battle with Grendel when he admonishes his fellow thanes to not blur their head with women
and fornication before a major battle. The last quality that exemplifies masculinity is perseverance. It is a
classic story, set in Sweden and Denmark, of heroes and kings, brave warriors, terrible monsters, and beautiful
women. Others â€” notably Orchard â€” have traced the tight parallels between him and Beowulf, which
includes many of the traits proposed above as masculine he is bolgen at l. Once the poet drills down into the
common xperience, it becomes complex and difficult to grasp: a network of subtly shifting relationships. As
Beowulf and his companions arrive in Demark, for instance, hey are successively beornas , secgas , guman ,
weras , li? See also Earl p. Nicholas Howe makes a compelling argument for this basic need as lying behind
the Old English Exodus, and I have argued that the Junius 11 manuscript may have been constructed around
the C?


